The antibody repertoire is a vast and diverse collection of B-cell receptors and antibodies that 12 confer protection against a plethora of pathogens. The architecture of the antibody repertoire, 13 defined by the network similarity landscape of its sequences, is unknown. Here, we established 14 a novel high-performance computing platform to construct large-scale networks from high-15 throughput sequencing data (>100'000 unique antibodies), in order to uncover the architecture 16 of antibody repertoires. We identified three fundamental principles of antibody repertoire 17 architecture across B-cell development: reproducibility, robustness and redundancy.
INTRODUCTION 28
The high diversity of antibody repertoires enables broad and protective humoral immunity, thus Closeness analysis revealed that an analogous number of similarity edges were required to 161 access every other CDR3 from a given CDR3 clone in antibody repertoire networks of different 162 individuals, as the similarity of a clone to every other CDR3 clone in the repertoire varied by 163 "#$,,#$ = 17%. Betweenness, the "bridge" function of a clone in sequence similarity, varied 164 slightly across individuals with "#$,,#$ = 28%, suggesting a comparable structure of the 165 similarity route function of CDR3 sequences in these repertoires. These characteristics reflect 166 the transversal diversity of pBC and nBC antibody repertoires where the clones cover a larger 167 space and their similarity is more homogenously distributed at the global repertoire level.
168
Although a higher variability was detected across PC repertoire networks ( Figure 2C antigen-inexperienced clones bridged sequence similarity (betweenness 23 , Figure S2D ).
172
Furthermore, in contrast to pBC and nBC, PC network clonal parameters correlated with CDR3 173 frequency (clonal degree median @HIJKL, = 0.55, betweenness @HIJKL, = 0.82) suggesting that 174 clonally expanded CDR3 sequences were structural centers of similar clones ( Figure S2E , F).
175
CDR3 authority correlated positively with germline V-gene frequency in PC clones ( @HIJKL, = 176 0.39), denoting the potential role of the V-gene usage in the centralization of these networks 177 ( Figure S2G ). Thus, certain high frequency V-genes predispose clones to be highly connected 178 and similar to other clones. Figure 2E , Figure S3D , E, F, G). Clusters of connected CDR3 clones showed a typical 194 tree-like structure for pBC and nBC, and a star-like structure for PC. The structure of the 195 network suggested an extended and chain-wise sequence similarity of the antibody clones in 196 pBC and nBC repertoires and targeted expansion of certain clones in PC after immunization.
197
In order to prove the tree-/star-like hypothesis and further investigate the sequence similarity 198 space, we performed k-core 24 decomposition and neighborhood analysis ( Figure 2F, G, H) . The 199 k-core decomposition revealed that the largest k-cores (after all external shells with k<k max were 200 removed, where k is the degree, i.e. number of similar clones, see Methods) of pBC and nBC 201 6 (0.04% and 0.06% of CDR3 clones in k-core, respectively) were 200-fold smaller than those of 202 PC (8.2%, Figure 2F ). Antigen-inexperienced repertoires were thus characterized by larger 203 coreness values (>20), signifying a more layered structure of CDR3 similarity ( Figure S2J , K) 204 and confirming their tree-like structure. Furthermore, the high convergence of V-genes at the 205 core-level of antibody repertoire networks (pBC=50%, nBC=70%, PC=1-10%, Figure 2G ), in 206 contrast with the low exact CDR3 sequence core-overlap ( Figure S3A , B, C), suggested a 207 genetically determined origin of the structure.
208
The average CDR3 neighborhood size, which designated the set of similar CDR3 clones along 209 each sequential step of similarity from a certain clone (orders n=1-50), was order-independent 210 in PC and plateaued at 2% of the network, confirming that PC clones were connected to one 211 central clone in a star-like similarity structure, reflecting clonal selection and expansion 212 signatures. Neighborhood size 25 , the number of similar clones to each clone, increased order-213 wise in antigen-inexperienced cells up to 34% ( Figure 2H ), signifying tree-like similarity 214 structures that enable maximal exploration of sequence space within the genetically 215 predetermined repertoire constriction space, suggesting that antibody repertoires are 216 evolutionarily wired to respond to diverse antigenic stimuli.
218
Antibody repertoires are highly robust systems
219
We hypothesized that the reproducible architecture of antibody repertoires may have evolved to 220 be robust to fluctuations in clonal composition. It is known that antibody repertoires are very 221 dynamic systems characterized by a high turnover rate 26-28 . Therefore, we investigated the 222 robustness of antibody repertoire architecture to clonal removal (deletion).
223
It is has been recently established that individual repertoires have public clones, which are 
226
S2A). Given their regular presence, we determined if public clones were essential to the 227 maintenance of antibody repertoire architecture. We found that the highest authority clones 228 were public ( Figure 3A ) and up to 74% of private clones (specific to an individual) were 229 connected to at least one public clone ( Figure S2I ). To quantify the extent to which public clones 230 maintain the architecture of antibody repertoires, we tested the effect of removing public clones 231 on CDR3 degree distributions. In pBC and nBC, removal of all public clones transformed their 232 network structure from exponential to power-law; in contrast, removal of public clones led to no 233 change in PC network structure ( Figure 3B ). To assess if such a structural shift was specifically 234 due to the deletion of public clones, we removed (repeatedly) random subsets of clones 235 representing a similar fraction of public clones. The structure of antibody repertoires was robust 236 along B-cell stages at up to 50% removal of random clones. The same structural shift in 237 repertoire structure caused by the deletion of public clones could only be replicated by removing 238 90% of random clones ( Figure 3C ). Therefore, public clones represent pillars that are critical for 239 maintaining the architecture of an antibody repertoire, and the robustness of this architecture 240 suggests a functional immunity is preserved even after extensive (random) loss of antibody 241 clones (or B cells).
243
Antibody repertoires are evolutionary redundant
244
Redundancy is a hallmark of robust systems; for example, redundancy in genes with the same 245 function is the main mechanism of robustness against mutations in genetic networks 30 . To
246
investigate the extent of redundancy within antibody networks, we examined whether their 247 architecture at the base similarity layer (LD 1 ) was manifested in higher order similarity layers 248 (LD >1 ). Differences greater than one a.a. between antibody sequences could represent the 249 potential personal scenarios of antibody repertoire evolution (somatic hypermutation 12,13 ), a 250 result of successful survival through selective processes. Specifically, if a clone connected to 251 many other clones in the LD 1 similarity layer mutates into a similar clone at a specific a.a.
252
position, this potential clone will be connected to many clones in the LD 2 similarity layer. Thus,
253
higher order similarity layers can serve as surrogates for the evolution of potential antibody 254 repertoires from antigen-inexperienced B-cell populations.
255
To quantify the extent of redundancy across similarity layers, we calculated the prediction 256 accuracy of LD 1 versus similarity layers LD 2-12 using a leave-one-out cross-validation approach 257 ( Figure 3D , Figure S3H and S3I). Specifically, quantitative redundancy was low in PC
258
(LD 1 →LD 2-3 prediction accuracy was 28% on average); however, LD 1 of pBC and nBC predicted 259 CDR3 degree profiles of proximal similarity layers LD 2-3 with ≥80% accuracy ( Figure 3D 
289
Interestingly, the structure of antibody repertoires was fragile to the removal of public clones.
290
The crucial role that public clones play as pillars of antibody repertoire architecture was 291 revealed by large-scale networks, yet future research will need to determine the functional role 292 (antigen specificity) of public clones in a humoral response.
293
We found that antibody repertoires presented intrinsic redundancy across similarity layers. This 
609

METHOD DETAILS
611
Data preprocessing and CDR3 clonal analysis 612 Antibody sequences have been preprocessed and VDJ annotated with MiXCR 42 and further 613 filtered to retain only those sequences that had CDR3 length ≥ 4 a.a. and occurred more than 614 once in each CDR3 repertoire data set ( Figure S1A ). Clones were defined by 100% a.a. 623 unique CDR3 sequences becomes prohibitively expensive. To perform these computations, we 624 developed software that utilizes the Apache Spark (2) distributed computing framework to 625 partition the work among a cluster of many machines ( Figure S1B ). We chose specifically 626 Apache Spark because i) its deployment is very flexible with regard to underlying computing 627 infrastructure and ii) for similarity layers LD >1 , the networks become extremely large and difficult 628 to process. In these cases, our package can take advantage of the Spark GraphFrames 629 distributed graph library 44 , which allows scaling to even larger samples with millions of 630 sequences ( Figure S1C ). With this approach we were able to compute the distance matrices for 631 large samples (>100,000 unique CDR3 sequences) within minutes ( Figure S1, B and C) .
632
In addition to the computational complexity inherent in creating the distance matrix, the 633 construction of networks for large LD is very computationally and time-wise costly. We therefore package. We first discriminated if the power-law distribution could describe the best fit to the 659 degree distribution by bootstrapping 100 times the power-law p-value obtained from each 660 sample after estimating x min . Following the approach described by Virkar and Clauset 50 , a p-661 value ≥ 0.1 indicated that the power-law distribution described the degree distribution (Figure 662 S1A). To determine the degree distribution in cases where the power law was not the best 663 distribution fit (p-value < 0.1), we compared the exponential and the Poisson fits. Two-sided p-664 value≈0 indicated that the fitted models could be discriminated, and one-sided p-value≈1 665 indicated that the first (for example exponential) model was the best fit for the data 49 .
667
Robustness of the architecture of antibody repertoire networks 668 Public clones were defined as clones shared among subjects in a cohort ( Figure S2 ). In order to 669 assess the robustness of the architecture of antibody repertoire networks we removed public 670 clones from each sample-repertoire. As controls, we performed repeated removal (20 times) of 671 randomly selected clones in the size of public clones. The p-values for the power-law fit were 672 calculated after 100x bootstrapping for each repertoire; one-sided and two-sided p-values were 673 used for the comparison between the exponential and the Poisson fits (see Degree distribution 674 fits).
676
Network analysis 677 Drawing from network theory 51 , we translated the concepts of network analysis 18 to antibody 678
repertoires. An antibody repertoire network is an undirected graph G = (V, E) described as a set 
682
In the context of antibody repertoires, we let N = |V| and L = |E|. The order of a graph N 683 represents the number of its unique CDR3 clones (nodes). The size of a graph L is the number 684 of its CDR3 similarity connections (edges). The degree k, that represents the edges connected 685 to a node, describes the count of all similar CDR3 clones to a CDR3 based on LD. Because the 686 degree indicates how active a node is, it could be interpreted as a measure of how central a CDR3 clone is in the antibody repertoire network. In simpler terms, it quantifies the number of 688 CDR3 clones that are similar to a certain CDR3, and thus the potential development or the 689 evolutionary routes to this CDR3.
690
The average degree ≡
is the average number of similar CDR3 clones. The 691 degree distribution P k = N X /N, defined as the fraction of nodes with degree (N X ) in total 692 nodes, represents the fraction of CDR3 clones that have the same number of similar CDR3s.
693
The cumulative degree distribution P X = p Xe f XegX describes the fraction of nodes with degree 694 greater than or equal to k′. In Erdős-Rényi (ER) random graph models, degrees follow a 
728
Closeness (centrality 21 ) (c) was calculated to measure how many steps were required to 729 access every other CDR3 from a given CDR3 clone in antibody repertoire networks. We Figure S3 
